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GREEN FUNCTIONS AND CONFORMALGEOMETRYLUTZ HABERMANN AND J�URGEN JOSTAbstractWe use the Green function of the Yamabe operator (conformal Laplacian)to construct a canonical metric on each locally conformally at manifolddi�erent from the standard sphere that supports a Riemannian metric ofpositive scalar curvature. In dimension 3, the assumption of local conformalatness is not needed. The construction depends on the positive mass the-orem of Schoen-Yau. The resulting metric is di�erent from those obtainedearlier by other methods. In particular, it is smooth and distance nonde-creasing under conformal maps. We analyze the behavior of our metric ifthe scalar curvature tends to 0: We demonstrate that the canonical met-rics converge under surgery-type degenerations to the corresponding metricon the limit space. As a consequence, the L2�metric on the moduli spaceof scalar positive locally conformally at structures is not complete. Theexample of S1 � S2 as underlying manifold is studied in detail.IntroductionFor the sake of simplicity, we assume throughout this introductionthat all occurring manifolds are compact.In understanding spaces of complex structures, it has proved to beuseful to construct \canonical" metrics on complex manifolds. Sucha \canonical" metric ideally is uniquely determined by the underlyingcomplex structure, depends smoothly on that structure, and has an ana-lyzable behavior as the underlying structure degenerates in some explicitmanner. Such a metric on each complex structure then gives rise to ametric on the corresponding moduli space by taking the L2-product oftangent vectors to the moduli space | which can be expressed as har-monic sections of a certain bundle on the underlying complex manifold| w.r.t. the canonical metric.Received ... .leaving aside the issue of smoothness of that space1



2 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostThe best known example is the hyperbolic metric on a compactRiemann surface of genus greater than 1 that gives rise to the Weil-Petersson metric on the moduli space. Here, the existence of the hyper-bolic metric follows from the Poincar�e uniformization theorem, unique-ness and smooth dependence are common knowledge of researchers, andthe asymptotic behavior was analyzed by H. Masur [19]. There also existother canonical metrics on compact Riemann surfaces that enjoy sim-ilar properties, for example the Bergman and Arakelov metrics, resp.The Arakelov metric is de�ned in terms of the asymptotic behavior ofa Green function near its singularity, see [1], and this construction willserve as a paradigm for us below.In higher dimensions, such canonical metrics include the Kobayashimetric which however typically lacks certain smoothness properties, aswell as the K�ahler-Einstein metrics constructed by Yau [31], Aubin [3],and others. In particular, Yau's solution of the Calabi conjecture andthe resulting construction of K�ahler-Einstein metrics on K3 surfacesand Calabi-Yau manifolds were decisive for understanding the modulispaces of such complex manifolds.In the present paper, we start to investigate moduli spaces of con-formal structures on the basis of a similar principle, i.e., by introducingand studying canonical metrics associated to conformal structures. Ourmetric is not the �rst such metric associated to a conformal structure.For example, by the solution of the Yamabe problem achieved throughthe work of Trudinger [29], Aubin [4], and Schoen [22], each conformalstructure on a compact manifold supports a metric of constant scalarcurvature. In the case of positive scalar curvature, however, that met-ric in general is not unique. See Schoen [23] for a detailed example.Other examples that, however, only work for locally conformally atstructures, include a Kobayashi type metric introduced by Apanasov [2]and Kulkarni-Pinkall [16], as well as Nayatani's metric [20] using theGreen function on Sn via the developing map for locally conformallyat structures (see Schoen-Yau [27]).The construction of a canonical metric typically starts with someRiemannian metric in a given conformal class, but in order for the re-sulting metric to be canonical it should not depend on the choice of thatmetric in the conformal class. In this sense, the construction should beconformally invariant.Our construction will employ the Green function of the Yamabe



green functions and conformal geometry 3operator (conformal Laplacian)L = 4n� 1n� 2� + Swhere n is the dimension of the underlying manifold (supposed to be� 3 here and in the sequel), � is the Laplace-Beltrami operator (withthe sign convention that makes it a positive operator), and S is thescalar curvature of some metric g in a given conformal class. Since L isconformally invariant (up to some conformal factor), so are correspond-ing \harmonic" functions and Green functions. (A Green function for Lexists if L is invertible which is the case if we assume that S is positive.)Such functions can therefore be used to construct conformally invariantmetrics.If g is our starting Riemannian metric, with distance function d(�; �);and if G(�; �) is the Green function for L; the idea is to put�(p) := limq!p(G(p; q)� and(p; q)2�n) 1n�2(with an some constant depending on n); andg := �2gthen is our new metric.As indicated above, this construction is similar to Arakelov's con-struction for a metric on a compact Riemann surface. Arakelov utilizedthe Green function of the Bergman metric, and d(p; q)2�n in dimen-sion 2 of course has to be replaced by the logarithm of the distancefunction. In a context di�erent from Arakelov's setting however, sucha construction arose independently. Namely, for domains in Euclideanspace, Hersch [13] introduced the conformal radius by such a device, andHersch's idea was turned into the construction of a metric by Leutwiler[18] by a similar formula as displayed above. For more recent advancesin this direction, see the survey article of Bandle-Flucher [8]. It shouldbe noted, however, that our construction goes considerably deeper thanthe one of Hersch and Leutwiler, because their construction is only in-variant under the �nite dimensional group of conformal automorphismsof Euclidean space whereas ours is invariant under conformal changesof a Riemannian metric, i.e., under an in�nite dimensional group.We should also note that the rôle of the Green function for theYamabe problem was discovered by Bahri-Coron [7] and Schoen [22].



4 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostA crucial point in Schoen's �nal solution of the Yamabe problem for aconformally at manifold [22] is to use a Green function with pole atp to convert a given conformally at metric into an asymptotically atone for which p corresponds to in�nity. By way of constrast, our metricwill be a compact one.Our construction succeeds if either the dimension is 3 and the con-formal class is arbitrary, or if the dimension is arbitrary, and we havea locally conformally at class. This has to do with the existence andthe properties of the above limit de�ning �; and for that purpose weneed to invoke the positive mass theorem of Schoen-Yau [24],[25],[26](a di�erent proof of the theorem was found by Witten [30], with de-tails developed by Parker-Taubes [21], see also the survey of Lee-Parker[17]), as does Schoen's �nal solution of the Yamabe problem. The posi-tive mass theorem in its presently known form does not give su�cientlyprecise estimates for carrying our construction through for not locallyconformally at conformal structures in dimensions bigger than 3.As mentioned however, at least in dimension 3, the construction isnot restricted to locally conformal at structures, in contrast to the onesof Apanasov, Kulkarni-Pinkall, and Nayatani. On the other hand, thoseconstructions also work in certain scalar negative cases.It turns out that the above limit � is 0 if and only if our manifoldis conformally equivalent to the sphere Sn (with its standard confor-mal structure). Thus, the resulting metric is trivial if and only if themanifold is conformally equivalent to Sn: This is in fact needed forthe Hausdor� property of the moduli space of (locally conformally at)conformal structures, because the conformal group of Sn is noncompact,and one may locally \bubble o�" a sphere from any conformal manifold.Our metric is always smooth (of class C1) in the locally conformallyat case, in contrast to the Kobayashi type metrics of Apanasov andKulkarni-Pinkall that in general are only of class C1;1: Again in contrastto Kobayashi type metrics that are distance nonincreasing under con-formal maps, our metric is (locally) distance nondecreasing under suchmaps. This �ts together with the vanishing of the metric for Sn and thefact that there do not exist branched coverings in conformal geometryin dimension at least 3.We already mentioned that we need a metric of positive scalar cur-vature in the given conformal class, in order for the Green function toexist. Of course, by the solution of the Yamabe problem, there existsa metric of constant positive scalar curvature in such a class. As men-tioned however, the latter in general is not unique, not even up to a



green functions and conformal geometry 5scaling factor. By way of contrast, our metric is unique in its conformalclass, and therefore, in particular, it �xes a scaling factor. For a se-quence of compact conformal structures with scalar curvature going tozero, our metric then tends to a noncompact metric of in�nite diameterand vanishing scalar curvature. It is clear that this must be so, becausein the zero curvature case, there can be no natural scaling factor.Because of its various properties as described in the �rst part ofthe present paper, this canonical metric seems to be a good tool forinvestigating the moduli space of locally conformally at structures. Itis the purpose of the second part of the paper to start exploring this idea.More precisely, we investigate the behavior of the canonical metric undersurgery type degenerations. Our main result (Theorem II.2.7) says thatthe limit of the canonical metrics yields the canonical metric of the limitspace. In other words, we can follow our canonical metric through achange of topological type. In analogy with the investigations of Masur[19] about the geometry of the Mumford-Deligne compacti�cation of thespace of stable Riemann surfaces, we view our analysis as a �rst steptowards understanding a natural compacti�cation of the moduli spaceof locally conformally at structures on a given compact di�erentiablemanifold. We obtain asymptotics for the L2�metric on this modulispace (see Theorem II.3.1). In particular, as in Masur's work, thisL2�metric is not complete (Corollary II.3.2).We thank Arthur E. Fischer and Hubert Goldschmidt for answeringsome of our initial questions about moduli spaces of conformal structuresand the referees for their comments.Our research was supported by the Leibniz program and SFB 237of the DFG.Part I: De�nitions and elementary propertiesI.1 A canonical metric for locally conformally at mani-folds with positive scalar curvatureLet (M; g) be a closed, connected, smooth Riemannian n-manifold, n �3: The Yamabe operator L of (M; g) is de�ned byLu = 4n� 1n� 2�u+ Su for u 2 C1(M)



6 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostwhere � = �riri is the Laplacian and S the scalar curvature of g: Abasic fact about L is that for a metric ~g = ' 4n�2 g the scalar curvature~S is given by ~S = '�n+2n�2L':(I.1.1)L is conformally invariant in the sense that if ~g = ' 4n�2 g; thenL('u) = 'n+2n�2 ~L(u) for any u 2 C1(M)(I.1.2)where ~L is the Yamabe operator w.r.t. ~g: A consequence of (I.1.1) and(I.1.2) is the following well-known result.Lemma I.1.1. Let C be a conformal class of Riemannian metricson M: Then one and only one of the following cases holds: C containsa metric of (i) positive, (ii) negative, or (iii) identically zero scalarcurvature. q.e.d.Referring to the cases (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma I.1.1, we will say thatthe conformal class C is scalar positive, scalar negative, or scalar at,resp.If C is scalar positive, then for any metric g 2 C the Yamabe op-erator L admits a unique Green function, i.e., a function G(p; q) whichsatis�es ZM G(p; q)Lu(q)d�(q) = u(p) for any u 2 C1(M)where d� = d�(g) is the volume element of (M; g): This function isstrictly positive. Further, if ~g = ' 4n�2 g; then~G(p; q) = 1'(p)'(q)G(p; q)(I.1.3)is the Green function of the Yamabe operator ~L w.r.t. ~g:Now we assume that the conformal class C on M is locally con-formally at and scalar positive. In the following, we use the Greenfunction for the Yamabe operator to construct a canonical Riemannianmetric in C; proceeding in a similar way as Leutwiler [18] for Euclideandomains and Arakelov [1] for Riemann surfaces.Let g 2 C such thatg =  �gE on U �M



green functions and conformal geometry 7for a chart  : U ! V � Rn ; where gE is the Euclidean metric on Rn :By elliptic theory, G(p; q)� anj (p) �  (q)j2�n withan = 14(n� 1)!n�1where !n�1 denotes the volume of the unit sphere Sn�1; is a smoothfunction on U � U: For p 2 U; we set�2(p) = limq!p(G(p; q)� anj (p) �  (q)j2�n) 2n�2= limq!p(G(p; q)� and(p; q)2�n) 2n�2 :Here d denotes the distance function w.r.t. g. We de�ne the symmetricrank�2 tensor �eld g on M by settingg = �2g on U:We have to verify that g does not depend on the choice of g. Let~g = ' 4n�2 g be another metric in C with~g = ~ �gE on Ufor a chart ~ : U ! ~V : Since  � ~ �1 is the restriction of a M�obiustransformation on Sn;j ~ (p)� ~ (q)j = '(p) 1n�2'(q) 1n�2 j (p) �  (q)j for p; q 2 U:(I.1.4)By (I.1.3) and (I.1.4),~�2(p) = limq!p( ~G(p; q)� anj ~ (p)� ~ (q)j2�n) 2n�2= limq!p� 1'(p)'(q) (G(p; q)� anj (p)�  (q)j2�n)� 2n�2= '(p)� 4n�2�2(p):Hence, ~�2~g = �2g on U:We note that it follows from the construction that the tensor g issmooth. Further, by means of (I.1.3), for an arbitrary Riemannianmetric g 2 C g = �2g



8 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostwith �2(p) = '(p) 4n�2 limq!p� 1'(p)'(q)G(p; q)� and'(p; q)2�n� 2n�2(I.1.5)where d'(p; q) is the distance function w.r.t. the metric ' 4n�2 g which isassumed to be Euclidean near p.Remark I.1.2. If n = 3; we can choose any metric g 2 C for theconstruction of g, i.e., we do not have to suppose that g is Euclideanon U . Moreover, in that case we obtain a symmetric rank�2 tensor�eld for any scalar positive conformal class C. Namely, if g 2 C, thenelliptic theory yields that G(p; q) � and(p; q)�1 is continuous. Further,if ~g = '4g; then limq!p�'(p)'(q)~d(p; q) � 1d(p; q)� = 0where ~d is the distance function w.r.t. ~g. q.e.d.Proposition I.1.3. Let C be a scalar positive conformal class onM; where C is locally conformally at or M is three-dimensional. If(M;C) is conformally equivalent to the standard sphere Sn; then g van-ishes identically. In all other cases, g is a Riemannian metric in C.Proof. One has to verify that if �(p) = 0 for some p 2 M; then(M;C) is conformally equivalent to the standard sphere Sn: But this(and limq!p(G(p; q)� and(p; q)2�n) � 0)was shown by Schoen and Yau (cf. [28], Theorem V.3.6) by consider-ing the Riemannian metric G(p; �) 4n�2 g of vanishing scalar curvature onM n fpg to which the positive mass theorem can be applied. q.e.d.For simplicity, we will refer to g in any case as the canonical metric.I.2 Basic properties of the canonical metricFirst, we stateProposition I.2.1. Let Ci, i = 1; 2; be a scalar positive conformalclass on a closed, connected n-manifold Mi, n � 3; suppose Ci is locallyconformally at or n = 3; and let gi be the canonical metric of (Mi; Ci):



green functions and conformal geometry 9(i) If f : (M1; C1) ! (M2; C2) is a conformal di�eomorphism, thenf�g2 = g1:(ii) A conformal covering f : (M1; C1) ! (M2; C2) is length nonde-creasing w.r.t. the respective canonical metrics.Proof. (i) This is proven straightforwardly.(ii) Let g2 2 C2: If n > 3; choose g2 such that g2 is Euclidean on anopen set U �M2: Set g1 = f�g2 2 C1: Let Gi denote the Green functionfor the Yamabe operator and di the distance function of (Mi; gi): Usingthat the covering transformation group � of f : M1 ! M2 consists ofisometries of (M1; g1); one sees thatG2(f(p); f(q)) =X2�G1(p; (q)):It follows that for p 2 f�1(U)�2(f(p))n�2 = limq!p(G2(f(p); f(q))� and2(f(p); f(q))2�n)= limq!p(G1(p; q)� and1(p; q)2�n) + X2�nfidgG1(p; (p))� limq!p(G1(p; q)� and1(p; q)2�n)= �1(p)n�2:Since g2 = �22g2 on U and g1 = �21g1 on f�1(U); the assertion follows.q.e.d.Remark I.2.2.(i) In particular, Proposition I.2.1(i) yields that in the consideredcases the group Conf(M;C) of conformal transformations of (M;C)coincides with the group Isom(M; g) of isometries of (M; g); if(M;C) is not conformally equivalent to the standard sphere.(ii) Proposition I.2.1(ii) is one of the reasons why our canonical met-ric di�ers from that of Apanasov [2] and Kulkarni-Pinkall [16].Namely, the distance function de�ned by their canonical met-ric coincides with the distance obtained by applying Kobayashi'sconstruction in the M�obius context. Thus, a conformal map isdistance nonincreasing w.r.t. the canonical metrics de�ned byApanasov and Kulkarni-Pinkall. q.e.d.



10 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostIf one looks for a canonical metric in a scalar negative or scalar atconformal class C on a closed, connected manifold, one can choose aconveniently normalized Yamabe metric, i.e., a constant scalar curvaturemetric. Namely, in these cases there is only one such Riemannian metricin C up to multiplication by a positive constant. If C is scalar positive,this is no longer true in general.The next proposition shows that the choice of our canonical metric�ts with the choice of the normalized Yamabe metric as the canonicalmetric for a scalar at conformal class.Proposition I.2.3. Let gk, k 2 N; be locally conformally at Rie-mannian metrics on a closed, connected n�manifold M , n � 3; withconstant scalar curvature Sk > 0 and unit volume and let g be a Rie-mannian metric on M with vanishing scalar curvature. Assume thatgk ! g in Cm(M) for m > 3n+ 22 :Then S 2n�2k gk ! g in C l(M) for 0 � l < m� 3n+ 22where gk denotes the canonical metric of the conformal class of gk.Proof. First observe that the assumptions imply that g is also locallyconformally at.Let Lk be the Yamabe operator of (M; gk); i.e.,Lk = 4n� 1n� 2�k + Sk(I.2.1)where �k is the Laplacian w.r.t. gk; and let Gk(p; q) be the Greenfunction for Lk: Let 0 = �0;k < �1;k � �2;k � : : : denote the eigenvaluesof �k: Because of (I.2.1), the eigenvalues of Lk are4n� 1n� 2�j;k + Sk; j = 0; 1; 2; : : : :Hence,Gk(p; q)� 1Sk2L2(M�M;gk�gk) = 1Xj=1�4n� 1n� 2�j;k + Sk��2� �4n� 1n� 2��2 1Xj=1 ��2j;k= �4n� 1n� 2��2 k�k(p; q)k2L2(M�M;gk�gk)



green functions and conformal geometry 11where �k(p; q) is the Green function of �k: Since gk tends to g inCm(M); there exists a c1 > 0 such thatk�k(p; q)kL2(M�M;g�g) � c1 for all k 2 N(cf. [5]). Consequently, there exists a c2 > 0 such thatGk(p; q)� 1SkL2(M�M;g�g) � c2 for all k 2 N:(I.2.2)Now, let � : ~M ! M denote the universal covering map and let�k : ~M ! Sn be a developing map w.r.t. the conformal class of gk: If�k would be surjective for some k 2 N, then M would be di�eomorphicto a quotient of Sn by a �nite subgroup of O(n + 1) (cf. [27]); such aquotient, however, does not admit a scalar at locally conformally atstructure. Therefore, we may assume that�k( ~M ) � Rn � Sn:Fix p0 2 M: Let U0 be a simply connected neighborhood of p0 andchoose a connected component ~U0 of ��1(U0): Then�0 = �j ~U0 : ~U0 ! U0is a di�eomorphism and (��10 )���kgE = ' 4n�2k gkfor a positive function 'k 2 C1(M): We set~gk = ' 4n�2k gk on M:Composing �k with a scaling of Rn if necessary, we may assume that'k(p0) = 1 for all k 2 N:(I.2.3)Since ~gk is at on U0; by (I.1.1)Lk'k = 0 on U0:(I.2.4)Let U 00 and U 000 be neighborhoods of p0 such that U 000 �� U 00 �� U0and such that U 000 has a smooth boundary. The Harnack inequality saysthat there exists c3 > 0 such thatsupU 00 'k � c3 infU 00 'k for all k 2 N:(I.2.5)



12 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostBecause of (I.2.3), it follows thatsupU 00 'k � c3:(I.2.6)Let (k0) be any subsequence of (k) and let m0 2 Z with 0 � m0 < m� n2 :Using (I.2.4) and (I.2.6), elliptic theory (cf. e.g. [9]) implies that thereexists a subsequence (k00) of (k0) such that'k00 ! ' in Cm0(U 000 ):(I.2.7)By (I.2.3) and (I.2.5), infU 00 'k � 1c3 :Thus, also 1'k00 ! 1' in Cm0(U 000 ):(I.2.8)Let expk : Tp0M !M be the exponential map w.r.t. ~gk: Since ~gk isat on U 000 and ~gk00 ! ' 4n�2 g in Cm0(U 000 )we may choose a neighborhood U1 � U 000 of p0 such that for all k00 thereexists a neighborhood Vk00 � Tp0M of 0 such thatexpk00jVk00 : Vk00 ! U1is a di�eomorphism. Then, setting k00 = (expk00jVk00 )�1and identifying (Tp0M; ~gkjp0) with (Rn ; gE); �k00gE = ~gk00 :Now, let ~Gk(p; q) denote the Green function for the Yamabe operator~Lk of (M; ~gk): We considerFk00(p; q) = ~Gk00(p; q)� 1'k00(p)'k00(q)Sk00 � anj k00(p)�  k00(q)j2�n



green functions and conformal geometry 13for p; q 2 U1: According to (I.1.1),~Lk 1'k = '�n+2n�2k Sk:Thus,(~Lk00;p + ~Lk00;q)Fk00(p; q) = �'k00(p)�n+2n�2 1'k00(q) � 'k00(q)�n+2n�2 1'k00(p) :(I.2.9)Since by (I.1.3)~Gk(p; q)� 1'k(p)'k(q)Sk = 1'k(p)'k(q) �Gk(p; q)� 1Sk�by elliptic theory we obtain from (I.2.2), (I.2.7), (I.2.8), and (I.2.9) thatfor any subdomain U2 �� U1 and for any m00 2 Z with 0 � m00 < m0�nthere exists c4 > 0 such thatkFk00(p; q)kCm00 (U2�U2) � c4 for all k00:(I.2.10)Recall that gk00 = ~�2k00~gk00 with~�k00(p) = limq!p( ~Gk00(p; q)� anj k00(p)�  k00(q)j2�n) 1n�2for p 2 U1. Since by assumptionSk ! 0and Sk00 ~�k00(p)n�2 = Sk00Fk00(p; p) + 1'k00(p)2(I.2.8) and (I.2.10) imply thatS 1n�2k00 ~�k00 ! '� 2n�2 in Cm00(U2)and consequentlyS 2n�2k00 gk00 = S 2n�2k00 ~�2k00' 4n�2k00 gk00 ! g in Cm00(U2):Since the subsequence (k0) may be chosen arbitrarily, this concludes theproof. q.e.d.We mention that one can similarly verify



14 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostProposition I.2.4. Let gk, k 2 N; be Riemannian metrics on aclosed, connected manifold M of dimension 3 with constant scalar cur-vature Sk > 0 and unit volume and denote by gk the canonical metricof the conformal class of gk: If the sequence (gk) tends to a Riemannianmetric g with vanishing scalar curvature in C2(M); thenS2kgk ! g in C0(M): q.e.d.A complete proof of the last proposition will be given in a forthcom-ing paper of the �rst author.I.3 The geometry of the moduli space of locally confor-mally at structures on S1 � S2We �rst recall how the choice of a canonical metric in every conformalclass yields a Riemannian L2�metric on the moduli space of conformalstructures.Let M be a closed, connected n�manifold. Let M(M) denote thespace of smooth Riemannian metrics onM and pr :M(M)! C(M) thenatural projection onto the space C(M) of conformal structures on M:Of course, to be precise, we have to completeM(M) w.r.t. a convenientSobolev norm, but we shall suppress here the analytical details. OnM(M) we have a natural Riemannian metric that is invariant underthe action of the di�eomorphism group Di�(M) of M: This metric isgiven by the L2�product ( ; )L2(g) on TgM(M) = S2(M) w.r.t. g;where S2(M) is the space of symmetric rank�2 tensor �elds on M: Werecall that for h1; h2 2 S2(M)(h1; h2)L2(g) = ZM hh1; h2igd�(g)with hh1; h2ig = nXi;j=1h1(ei; ej)h2(ei; ej)for an orthonormal frame e1; : : : ; en w.r.t. g:Now, let � : C(M) ! M(M) be a section of pr : M(M) ! C(M)which is equivariant w.r.t. the action of Di�(M) and set B(M) =



green functions and conformal geometry 15C(M)=Di�(M): Then we can identify the tangent space T[C]B(M) withthe L2(�(C))�orthogonal complement ofT�(C)(C1+ (M) � �(C)) + T�(C)(Di�(M) � �(C))in S2(M): Here C1+ (M) is the set of positive, smooth functions on M:It is clear that the L2(�(C))�orthogonal complement of T�(C)(C1+ (M) ��(C)) = C1(M) � �(C) is the space S20(M; �(C)) of traceless symmetricrank�2 tensor �elds on M w.r.t. �(C): Further, sinceT�(C)(Di�(M) � �(C)) = fLX�(C) : X 2 X (M)gwhere L denotes the Lie derivative, and X (M) denotes the space of vec-tor �elds onM; the L2(�(C))�orthogonal complement of T�(C)(Di�(M)��(C)) is the kernel ker��(C) of the divergence operator ��(C) : S2(M) !
1(M) into the space 
1(M) of 1-forms on M: Thus,T[C]B(M) � ker��(C) \ S20(M; �(C))and the restrictions of ( ; )L2(�(C)) onto ker��(C) \ S20(M; �(C)) yield aRiemannian metric on B(M):Analogously, if �+0 : C+0 (M) ! M(M) is an equivariant sectionover the space C+0 (M) of scalar positive locally conformally at struc-tures, we get a Riemannian metric h on the moduli space B+0 (M) =C+0 (M)=Di�(M):In general, the spaces B(M) and B+0 (M) have singularities.In the following, we shall examine the Riemannian metric h onB+0 (M) for the case where M = S1 � S2 and where the section �+0is given by the canonical metric de�ned in xI.1. For this, we identifyS2 � C [ f1g and denote by gS2 the standard metric of S2:First, we describe the moduli space B+0 (S1 � S2):Proposition I.3.1. LetM�;� = (R � S2)=(t;z)�(t+�;ei�z) for � > 0 and � 2 [0; �]be equipped with the conformal class of g�;�; where g�;� is the Rieman-nian metric induced from the product metric dt2� gS2 on R �S2: Then(�; �) 2 R+ � [0; �] 7!M�;� yields a parametrization of B+0 (S1 � S2).Proof. By [27], Theorem 4.5, for any scalar at or scalar positivelocally conformally at structure C on S1 � S2 there exists a Kleiniansubgroup � � Conf(S3), � �= Z; of the conformal group Conf(S3) of the



16 lutz habermann and j�urgen joststandard sphere S3 such that (S1 � S2; C) is conformally equivalent to
(�)=�; where 
(�) � S3 is the domain of discontinuity of �: More-over, two such structures C1 and C2 are equivalent i� the correspondingKleinian groups �1 and �2 are conjugate in Conf(S3): Observing thateach Kleinian group � � Conf(S3) for which 
(�)=� is di�eomorphic toS1�S2 is generated by a hyperbolic element of Conf(S3); the assertionnow follows from the classi�cation of the conjugacy classes in Conf(S3)(cf. [15]). q.e.d.Remark I.3.2. Since �1(S1 � S2) = Z is abelian and thereforeamenable, by [27], Proposition 1.2, there do not exist scalar negativelocally conformally at structures on S1 �S2: Further, the proof of thelast proposition excludes the existence of scalar at locally conformallyat structures on S1�S2: Hence, B+0 (S1�S2) coincides with the modulispace B0(S1 � S2) of all locally conformally at structures on S1 � S2.q.e.d.In the remainder of this section we want to proveProposition I.3.3. For the Riemannian metric h on the modulispace B0(S1 � S2) induced by the choice of our canonical metric, wehave h = u1(�; �)d�2 + u2(�; �)d�2with ui(�; �) � const:��4 on (0; 1) � [0; �]and ui(�; �) � const:��1e� 3�2 on (1;1) � [0; �]where const. means a positive real number independent of � and �.Remark I.3.4. As a consequence of the last proposition, the metriccompletion of (B0(S1�S2); h) di�ers from B0(S1�S2) by a point whichcorresponds to � = 1: This point can be interpreted as the uniqueelement of the moduli space of locally conformally at structures on S3with two punctures. q.e.d.For the proof of Proposition I.3.3 we shall use the following twolemmas. In the �rst lemma, we give explicit expressions for the canonicalmetrics g�;� on M�;�; in the second one, we compare the divergenceoperators w.r.t. conformally equivalent Riemannian metrics.



green functions and conformal geometry 17Lemma I.3.5. We have g�;� = �2�;�g�;� with��;�(t; z) = ��;�(jzj)= p28!2 1Xk=1 �cosh(k�)� 1 + 4jzj2(1 + jzj2)2 (1� cos(k�))�� 12 :Proof. Since the translations in t�direction and rotations on C [f1gwith centre 0 are isometries of (M�;�; g�;�); we have��;�(t; z) = ��;�(jzj):The Green function G�;�(p; q) for the Yamabe operator of (M�;�; g�;�)which we identify with its pull-back onto R � S2 is given byG�;�((t0; z0); (t; z)) =Xk2Z ~G((t0; z0); (t+ k�; eik�z))where ~G(p; q) is the Green function for the Yamabe operator of(R � S2; dt2 � gS2): One veri�es that~G((0; z0); (t; z)) = a3p2(cosh(t)� hz0; ziR3)� 12where h ; iR3 is the canonical product in R3 : Using the identi�cation ofS2 with C [ f1g via stereographic projection,hz0; ziR3 = 4Re(z0�z) + (1� jz0j2)(1� jzj2)(1 + jz0j2)(1 + jzj2) for z0; z 2 C � S2:Since lim(t;z)!(0;z0)( ~G((0; z0); (t; z)) � a3dR�S2((0; z0); (t; z))�1) = 0where dR�S2 is the distance function on R � S2 w.r.t. dt2 � gS2 ; weobtain that��;�(jz0j) = ��;�(0; z0)= Xk2Znf0g ~G((0; z0); (k�; eik�z0))= p28!2 1Xk=1 �cosh(k�)� 1 + 4jz0j2(1 + jz0j2)2 (1� cos(k�))�� 12 :q.e.d.



18 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostLemma I.3.6. For the divergence operators �g; �~g : S2(M) !
1(M) w.r.t. conformally equivalent Riemannian metrics g and ~g =�2g, � 2 C1+ (M); on M we have(i) (�~g�2h)(X) = (�gh)(X) � n��1h(grad�;X) + ��1d�(X)Trghfor h 2 S2(M) and X 2 X (M); where the gradient is w.r.t. g:(ii) �2�n � (ker�g \ S20(M; g)) = ker�~g \ S20(M; ~g):Proof. (i) Recall that(�gh)(X) = �Xi (reih)(ei;X)= �Xi [ei(h(ei;X)) � h(reiei;X) � h(ei;reiX)]for h 2 S2(M) and X 2 X (M); where e1; :::; en is an orthonormal framew.r.t. g: Then (i) follows from (cf. [6], Theorem 1.159)erXY = rXY + ��1[d�(X)Y + d�(Y )X � g(X;Y )grad�]for X;Y 2 X (M); where r and er are the Levi-Civita connections w.r.t.g and ~g; respectively.(ii) Let h 2 ker�g \ S20(M; g): It su�ces to show that �2�nh 2ker�~g\S20(M; ~g): Clearly, �2�nh 2 S20(M; ~g): The relation �~g(�2�nh) = 0is a consequence of (i). q.e.d.Proof of Proposition I.3.3. De�ne fs;i : R � S2 ! R � S2 byfs;1(t; z) = (st; z) and fs;2(t; z) = (t; eistz):Then fs;1 and fs;2 project to di�eomorphisms f̂s;1 : M�;� ! Ms�;� andf̂s;2 :M�;� !M�;�+s�: Therefore, for the canonical frame on B0(S1�S2)given by the parametrization described in Proposition I.3.1, we have@@� ����(�;�) = 1�Pg�;� � dds f̂�s;1gs�;�����s=1�= 1�Pg�;� ��2�;� ddsf̂�s;1gs�;�����s=1�and @@� ����(�;�) = 1�Pg�;� � ddsf̂�s;2g�;�+s�����s=0�= 1�Pg�;� ��2�;� ddsf̂�s;2g�;�+s�����s=0�



green functions and conformal geometry 19where Pg�;� denotes the L2(g�;�)�orthogonal projection ontoker�g�;� \ S20(M; g�;�): One computes thatddsf̂�s;1gs�;�����s=1 = 2dt2and dds f̂�s;2g�;�+s�����s=0 = 8r2(1 + r2)2d'dtusing polar coordinates (r; ') on C � S2: Hence,@@� ����(�;�) = 2�Pg�;�(�2�;�dt2):(I.3.1)On the other hand, observe that8r2(1 + r2)2d'dt 2 S20(M�;�; g�;�):Moreover, since �g�;�(�(r)d'dt) = �(r)�g�;�(d'dt) = 0for any smooth function �(r); applying Lemma I.3.6(i) and the fact that��;� depends only on r = jzj, we get�g�;� ��2�;� r2(1 + r2)2d'dt� = �g�;� � r2(1 + r2)2d'dt�= 0:Thus, @@� ����(�;�) = 8�2�;�� r2(1 + r2)2d'dt:(I.3.2)Since  �2�;�dt2; @@� ����(�;�)!L2(g�;�) = 0;also h @@� ����(�;�) ; @@� ����(�;�)! =  @@� ����(�;�) ; @@� ����(�;�)!L2(g�;�) = 0:(I.3.3)



20 lutz habermann and j�urgen jost>From (I.3.2), we further get thath @@� ����(�;�) ; @@� ����(�;�)! =  @@� ����(�;�) 2L2(g�;�)= ZM�;� 8�2 r2(1 + r2)2d�(g�;�)(I.3.4) = 8� ZS2 ��;�(r)3 r2(1 + r2)2d�(gS2):(I.3.1) implies thath @@� ����(�;�) ; @@� ����(�;�)! � 4�2�2�;�(dt2 � 13g�;�)2L2(g�;�)= 83� ZS2 ��;�(r)3d�(gS2):(I.3.5)Now, sete�;� = 1ku�;�kL2(g�;�)u�;� with u�;� = ��1�;� �dt2 � 13g�;�� :>From Lemma I.3.6(ii), we know thate�;� 2 ker�g�;� \ S20(M�;�; g�;�):By means of (I.3.1), it follows that @@� ����(�;�) L2(g�;�) � � 2��2�;�dt2; e�;��L2(g�;�) e�;�L2(g�;�)= ��� � 2��2�;�dt2; e�;��L2(g�;�) ���= 2� j(�2�;�dt2; u�;�)L2(g�;�)jku�;�kL2(g�;�) :Since(�2�;�dt2; u�;�)L2(g�;�) = ZM�;� �dt2;dt2 � 13g�;��g�;� d�(g�;�)?= 23�!2



green functions and conformal geometry 21and ku�;�k2L2(g�;�) = ZM�;� �dt2;dt2 � 13g�;��g�;� ��3�;�d�(g�;�)= 2�3 ZS2 ��;�(r)�3d�(gS2)we arrive ath @@� ����(�;�) ; @@� ����(�;�)! � 8!23� �ZS2 ��;�(r)�3d�(gS2)��1 :(I.3.6)Because of (I.3.3), (I.3.4), (I.3.5), and (I.3.6), it remains to estimate��;�(r): Since lim�!1 1Pk=1[cosh(k�)� 1]� 12e��2 = p2(I.3.7)we have ��;�(r) � p28!2 1Xk=1[cosh(k�)� 1]� 12� const: e��2for � 2 (1;1): We conclude the proof by the observation that��;�(r) � p28!2 1Xk=1[cosh(k�) + 1]� 12� p28!2��1 Z 1� [cosh(s) + 1]� 12ds� const:��1for � 2 (0; 1): q.e.d.Remark I.3.7. Using the above considerations, in particular (I.3.5),(I.3.6), and (I.3.7), one can show that ��1e� 3�2 K(�; 0) tends to a nega-tive constant as �!1 andlim�!0K(�; 0) = 0where K is the curvature of h. q.e.d.Part II: Surgery type degenerations of conformally structures



22 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostII.1 PreparationsLet M0 be a closed and connected n�manifold with two puncturesp1; p2 or the disjoint union of two closed and connected n�manifoldsM1;M2 with one puncture pi 2 M i each, n � 3, and let C0 be ascalar positive locally conformally at structure on M0. Let U1; U2 bedisjoint neighborhoods of the punctures p1; p2 with local coordinatesxi : Ui ! B(2) = fx 2 Rn : jxj < 2g such that the pull-back gE;i of theEuclidean metric gE via xi is contained in the restriction of C0 onto Ui.We set Vt;i := fp 2M0 : t < jxi(p)j < 1g for i = 1; 2and M̂0 =M0 n fp1; p2g:For t 2 (0; 1) and A 2 SO(n), we form an n�manifold Mt;A byremoving the balls fjxij � tg, i = 1; 2, from M0 and identifying Vt;1with Vt;2 via ft;A : Vt;1 ! Vt;2 given byx2 � ft;A(p) = tjx1(p)j2Ax1(p):If K � M̂0 is compact, for small t we shall consider K as a compactsubset of Mt;A via the canonical inclusion of Mt;A n fjxij = t 12 g into M̂0.Further, xi will also serve as local coordinates on Mt;A.The conformal class C0 induces a locally conformally at structureCt;A on Mt;A. As shown by O. Kobayashi [14] (cf. also [10]), Ct;A isscalar positive at least for small t. For our purposes, it will be useful toproceed more explicitly. To do so, we �rst prove the following lemma. Itsays that we may locally interpolate between any locally conformally atmetric of positive scalar curvature and a cylindrical one within the classof locally conformally at metrics with positive scalar curvature. (Notethat in contrast to this result, in the interpolation lemma of Gromov-Lawson [11], the conformal class may change.)Lemma II.1.1. Let ' be a positive, smooth function on B = fx 2Rn : jxj < 1g such that the Riemannian metric ' 4n�2 gE has positivescalar curvature. Then for each "0 2 (0; 1), there exist real numbersa > 0 and "1 2 (0; "0) and a positive, smooth function  on B n f0gsuch that



green functions and conformal geometry 23(i)  (x) = a'(x) for jxj � "0(ii)  (x) = jxj 2�n2 for jxj � "1(iii) The Riemannian metric  4n�2 gE has positive scalar curvature onB n f0g.Proof. Let �1; �2 be nonnegative, smooth functions on (0; 1) suchthat for 0 < "1 < "2 < "0,(a) �1(t) = 1 for t � "2 and �1(t) = 0 for t � "0.(b) �2(t) = 0 for t � "1 and �2(t) = 1 for t � "2.We set  (x) = �1(jxj)jxj 2�n2 + a�2(jxj)'(x):(II.1.1)Now we �x "2 and �1 and show that we can choose a; "1, and �2 suchthat  4n�2 gE has positive scalar curvature on B n f0g, i.e., by (I.1.1)�E > 0 on B n f0gwhere �E denotes the Laplacian w.r.t. the Euclidean metric gE .With the ansatz (II.1.1), we get�E = �E(�1(jxj)jxj 2�n2 ) + a�E' on f"2 � jxj < 1g:Hence, since ' 4n�2 gE has positive scalar curvature, i.e.,�E' > 0 on B(II.1.2)we can choose a > 0 such that �E > 0 on f"2 � jxj < 1g.Recall that �E = � @2@r2 � n� 1r @@r + 1r2�Sn�1with r = jxj, where �Sn�1 is the Laplacian on the unit sphere Sn�1.Setting � = log r, we obtain�E = e�2��� @2@�2 � (n� 2) @@� +�Sn�1� :



24 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostBecause of (II.1.2) and = e 2�n2 � + a~�2(�)' on f0 < jxj � "2gwith ~�2(�) = �2(e�), we obtain�E � e�2�a�(2� n)24a e 2�n2 � � @2~�2@�2 '�2@~�2@� @'@� � (n� 2)@~�2@� '� on f0 < jxj � "2g:Thus, since the functions ' and @'@� = r @'@r are bounded, we can choose"1 and �2 such that �E > 0 on f0 < jxj � "2g. q.e.d.Let g0 be a Riemannian metric in the conformal class C0 with pos-itive scalar curvature S0. By the lemma, we may assume without lossof generality that there exists a positive function '0 2 C1(M̂0) suchthat the Riemannian metric ĝ0 = ' 4n�20 g0 on M̂0 has positive scalarcurvature, andĝ0 = 1jxij2 gE;i on f0 < jxij < 32g for i = 1; 2i.e., (M̂0; ĝ0) has cylindrical ends. Since the gluing map ft;A is isometricw.r.t. ĝ0, the metric ĝ0 induces a Riemannian metric gt;A onMt;A, whichis the cylinder metric 1jxij2 gE;i on ft < jxij < 32g and coincides with ĝ0on some compact K � M̂0 for small t. In particular, there exists apositive real number c0 such thatinfMt;A St;A � c0 for all t 2 (0; 1) and A 2 SO(n)(II.1.3)where St;A is the scalar curvature of gt;A.Before ending this section, we need to introduce some further nota-tions. For 0 < t < 1, we setMt =Mt;I; gt = gt;I; St = St;I and Ct = Ct;Iwhere I denotes the unit element in SO(n). Let gt for 0 � t < 1 andgt;A for 0 < t < 1 and A 2 SO(n) be the canonical metrics of Ct andCt;A, respectively. We write gt = �2t gt



green functions and conformal geometry 25with a positive function �t 2 C1(Mt). The volume elements of gt andĝ0 are denoted by d�t and d�̂0, respectively. Let Gt(p; q) for 0 � t <1 denote the Green function for the Yamabe operator Lt of (Mt; gt).Finally, we set Ĝ0(p; q) = 1'0(p)'0(q)G0(p; q)which is the Green function of the Yamabe operator L̂0 of (M̂0; ĝ0).II.2 The asymptotic behavior of the Green functions andcanonical metricsIn this section, we shall investigate the asymptotic behavior of the Greenfunctions Gt as t tends to 0. From that, we shall deduce the behaviorof the canonical metrics gt.We start withProposition II.2.1. For any domain U �� M̂0,Gt � Ĝ0 ! 0 in C1(U � U) as t! 0:Proof. We consider domainsU �� U (1) �� U (2) �� U (3) �� M̂0:Recall that U (3) is embedded in Mt for small t. By construction,gt = ĝ0 and Lt = L̂0 on U (3):We denote the Green function of the Dirichlet problem for L̂0 on U (3)by GD;U(3)(p; q) and de�ne Ft; F̂t 2 C1(U (3) � U (3)) byFt(p; q) = Gt(p; q)�GD;U(3)(p; q)and F̂t(p; q) = Gt(p; q)� Ĝ0(p; q):Then (L̂0;p + L̂0;q)Ft = 0(II.2.1)



26 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostwhere L̂0;p and L̂0;q are the actions of L̂0 w.r.t. the �rst and secondargument, respectively. Since the scalar curvature Ŝ0 of ĝ0 is positive,we can apply the maximum principle to (II.2.1) to obtain thatFt � 0:(II.2.2)Using (II.1.3), we see that1 = ZMt Gt(p; q)Lt1(q)d�t(q)= ZMt Gt(p; q)St(q)d�t(q)(II.2.3) � c0 ZMt Gt(p; q)d�t(q):It follows that there exists some c1 > 0 such thatZU(2) ZU(2) Ft(p; q)d�̂0(p)d�̂0(q) � c1 for all t 2 (0; "):Hence, infU(2)�U(2) Ft � c1vol(U (2); ĝ0)2 for all t 2 (0; "):(II.2.4)By means of the Harnack inequality (cf. [9], Corollary 8.21), we getfrom (II.2.1) and (II.2.2) that there exists a c2 > 0 such thatsupU(2)�U(2) Ft � c2 infU(2)�U(2) Ft for all t 2 (0; "):(II.2.5)Combining (II.2.4) and (II.2.5),supU(2)�U(2) Ft � c1c2vol(U (2); ĝ0)2 :(II.2.6)By standard arguments, (II.2.1), (II.2.2) and (II.2.6) imply that thefamily (Ft)t2(0;1) is bounded in the Sobolev space Lp1(U (1)�U (1); ĝ0� ĝ0)for each p � 1. Now elliptic theory yields that for each sequence tk ! 0in (0; 1) and for each m 2 N, there exists a subsequence (tk0) of (tk)such that (Ftk0 ) converges in Cm(U � U) and thereforeF̂tk0 ! F̂0 in Cm(U � U):



green functions and conformal geometry 27Since U �� M̂0 is chosen arbitrarily, F̂0 can be extended to a smoothfunction on M̂0 � M̂0 with(L̂0;p + L̂0;q)F̂0 = 0:(II.2.7)It remains to show that F̂0 vanishes identically. For this, we �xq 2M0 n 2[i=1fjxij � a0g; 0 < a0 � 1and set vt(p) = Gt(p; q) for small tand û0(p) = F̂0(p; q):Since Ltvt = 0 on Mt n fqg and since gt is the cylinder metric on ft <jxij < 1g, by the Harnack inequality, there exists some c3 > 0 such thatsupfvt(p) : � < jxi(p)j < a1�g � c3 inffvt(p) : � < jxi(p)j < a1�gfor all t and all � 2 h ta0 ; a0a1 i. On the other hand, because of (II.2.3) andvol(f� < jxij < a1�g; gt) = !n�1 log a1we haveinffvt(p) : � < jxi(p)j < a1�g � 1!n�1 log a1 Zf�<jxi(p)j<a1�g vt(p)d�t� 1c0!n�1 log a1 :Consequently,supfvt(p) : ta0 < jxi(p)j < a0g � c3c0!n�1 log a1 for small t:Recalling that Ĝ0(p; q)! 0 as p! pi ; i = 1; 2



28 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostthe above considerations show that the function û0 2 C1(M̂0) is bounded.Now observe that by (I.1.2) and (II.2.7)L0('0û0) = 0 on M̂0:Further, since û0 is bounded and'0 = O(jxij 2�n2 ) as p! piwe have '0û0 2 L nn�2 (M0):Applying a result of Harvey and Polking (see [12], Theorem 4.1), itfollows that L0('0û0) = 0 in the weak sense onM0. Then elliptic theoryimplies '0û0 2 C1(M0). Finally, since the operator L0 is invertible,'0û0 and therefore û0 have to vanish identically. q.e.d.The following lemma says that the family (Gt) is monotonically in-creasing in t. More precisely, settingM̂t =M0 n 2[i=1fjxij � t 12 gand using the canonical identi�cation of M̂t with Mt n fjxij = t 12 g, wehaveLemma II.2.2. For p; q 2 M̂t,ddtGt(p; q) � 0:Proof. We �x t 2 (0; 1), p 2 M̂t, and ut 2 C1(Mt). For �t < � < 0,let ut+� 2 C1(Mt+� ) such thatut+� = ut on M̂t:Because of gt+� = gt on M̂t,ut(p) = ZMt+� Gt+� (p; q)Lt+�ut+� (q)d�t+� (q)= ẐMt Gt+� (p; q)Ltut(q)d�t(q)+ 2Xi=1 Zf(t+�) 12<jxij<t 12 g Gt+� (p; q)Lt+�ut+� (q)d�t+� (q):



green functions and conformal geometry 29Further, dd� Zf(t+�) 12<jxij<t 12 g Gt+� (p; q)Lt+�ut+� (q)d�t+� (q)���������=0= � 12t Zfjxij=t 12 g Gt(p; q)Ltut(q)d�t(q)where d�t is the volume form induced from the restriction of gt ontofjxij = t 12 g. Thus,ẐMt dGtdt (p; q)Ltut(q)d�t(q) = 1t Zfjxij=t 12 g Gt(p; q)Ltut(q)d�t(q):Since Lt : C1(Mt)! C1(Mt) is surjectiv, we obtain thatẐMt dGtdt (p; q)u(q)d�t(q) = 1t Zfjxij=t 12 g Gt(p; q)u(q)d�t(q)for each u 2 C1(Mt). Since Gt > 0, this yields the assertion. q.e.d.As a consequence of Proposition II.2.1 and Lemma II.2.2, we getCorollary II.2.3. For all t 2 (0; 1) and for all p; q 2 M̂t,Gt(p; q) � Ĝ0(p; q):q.e.d.In the next step, we want to derive uniform estimates from abovefor the Green functions Gt near fjxij = t 12 g. For this, we need somepreparations.Let Z�;b = fx 2 Rn : �b � jxj � �bg and Sn�1� = fx 2 Rn : jxj = �gfor b > 1 and � > 0. Let GN;�;b(x; y) denote the Green function ofthe Neumann problem on Z�;b for the Yamabe operator LZ w.r.t. thecylinder metric gZ = 1jxj2 gE . We extend GN;�;b(x; y) by reections to(Rn n f0g) � (Rn n f0g) and setmb;+(�) = supfGN;�;b(x0; y) : jyj = ��g



30 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostand mb;�(�) = inffGN;�;b(x0; y) : jyj = ��gfor � > 0, where x0 2 Sn�1� . Clearly, mb;+(�) and mb;�(�) do notdepend on � and the choice of x0, andmb;�( 1� ) = mb;�(�):(II.2.8)Lemma II.2.4. For each c > 1, there exists a �0 > 1 such thatmb;+(b) < mb;�(cb) for all b > �0:Proof. One veri�es that the Green function GZ(x; y) for the Yamabeoperator LZ of (Rn n f0g; gZ ) is given byGZ(x; y) = an� jx� yj2jxjjyj � 2�n2and that for x0 2 Sn�1� ,GN;�;b(x0; y) =Xk2ZGZ(x0; b2ky):It follows thatmb;+(�) = GN;�;b(x0; �x0) = anXk2Z�(1� b2k�)2b2k� � 2�n2and mb;�(�) = GN;�;b(x0;��x0) = anXk2Z�(1 + b2k�)2b2k� � 2�n2 :Therefore, mb;+(b) = 2an 1Xk=0�(1� b2k+1)2b2k+1 � 2�n2andmb;�(cb) = an 1Xk=024�(1 + cb2k+1)2cb2k+1 � 2�n2 +�(1 + c�1b2k+1)2c�1b2k+1 � 2�n2 35 :



green functions and conformal geometry 31One concludes the proof by verifying that for each c > 1, there exists a�0 > 1 such that (1 + c~b)2c~b ! 2�n2 + (1 + c�1~b)2c�1~b ! 2�n2 � 2 (1� ~b)2~b !2�n2for all ~b > �0. q.e.d.Lemma II.2.5. Let G(p; q) be the Green function for the Yamabeoperator L on a closed Riemannian n�manifold (M; g), n � 3, with pos-itive scalar curvature S. Suppose that a cylinder (Z�;cb; gZ) for c; b > 1,� > 0 is isometrically embedded in (M; g) and that mb;+(b) < mb;�(cb).Then GN;�;b(p; q) > G(p; q)for each p 2 Sn�1� � Z�;cb and for all q 2 Z�;cb.Proof. Fix p 2 Sn�1� and assume thatminfGN;�;b(p; q)�G(p; q) : q 2 Z�;cbg � 0:By the maximum principle for L, this minimum is attained at a bound-ary point q0 of Z�;cb. Because of (II.2.8) and mb;+(b) < mb;�(cb), weobtain thatG(p; q0) � GN;�;b(p; q0)�GN;�;b(p; q) +G(p; q)� mb;�(cb)�mb;+(b) +G(p; q)� G(p; q)(II.2.9)for each q in the boundary of Z�;b. Consequently, G(p; �) has a maximumin the open set M n Z�;b, which contradicts the maximum principle.q.e.d.Now we are able to estimate Gt in the following way:Proposition II.2.6. There exists a �1 2 (0; 1) such that for allt 2 (0; �21) and for all p; q 2 Ui, i = 1; 2, satisfying t 12 � jxi(p)j � �1 andjxi(p)j2 � jxi(q)j � 1,Gt(p; q) < GN;�;b(xi(p); xi(q)) with � = jxi(p)j and b = 1jxi(p)j :



32 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostProof. By construction, (Mt; gt) contains the cylinder ft < jx1j �32g [ ft < jx2j � 32g. Thus, the statement follows from Lemma II.2.4and Lemma II.2.5. q.e.d.We now study the behavior of the canonical metrics gt. Let thepositive functions ~�t;i for 0 � t < 1 and i = 1; 2 be de�ned bygt = ~�2t;igE;i on Wt;i = ft 12 < jxij < 1g:Since gt = �2t gt, ~�t;i = �tjxij for 0 < t < 1:Theorem II.2.7.(i) For any domain U �� M̂0,gt �! g0 in C1(U) as t! 0:(ii) There exists a constant cb > 0 such that for each t 2 (0; 1),~�0;i � ~�t;i � cb on Wt;i:Proof (i) We have to show that for U �� M̂0�t �! �0 in C1(U) as t! 0:Let ' be a positive, smooth function onM0 such that the metric ' 4n�2 g0is Euclidean on a neighborhood U 0 � U and let p 2 U 0. Then, by (I.1.5),�0(p) = '(p) 2n�2 limq!p� 1'(p)'(q)G0(p; q)� and0;'(p; q)2�n� 1n�2= '(p) 2n�2 limq!p�'0(p)'0(q)'(p)'(q) Ĝ0(p; q)� and0;'(p; q)2�n� 1n�2and, for small t > 0,�t(p) = '(p) 2n�2 limq!p�'0(p)'0(q)'(p)'(q) Gt(p; q)� and0;'(p; q)2�n� 1n�2where d0;'(p; q) is the distance w.r.t. ' 4n�2 g0. Therefore,�t(p)� �0(p) = '0(p) 2n�2 limq!p(Gt(p; q)� Ĝ0(p; q)) 1n�2 :



green functions and conformal geometry 33Now Proposition II.2.1 implies the claim.(ii) Since gE;i = jxij2gt on Wt;ifor t > 0 and gE;i = jxij2' 4n�20 g0 on W0;iby (I.1.5),~�t;i(p) = limq!p�jxi(p)j 2�n2 jxi(q)j 2�n2 Gt(p; q)� anjxi(p)� xi(q)j2�n� 1n�2for t > 0 and~�0;i(p) = limq!p�jxi(p)j 2�n2 jxi(q)j 2�n2 Ĝ0(p; q)� anjxi(p)� xi(q)j2�n� 1n�2 :Hence, the �rst inequality in (ii) is a consequence of Corollary II.2.3.To prove the second inequality, we make use of Proposition II.2.6.Then, with � = jxi(p)j � �1 and b = 1jxi(p)j , we have~�t;i(p) � limq!p�jxi(p)j 2�n2 jxi(q)j 2�n2 GN;�;b(xi(p); xi(q))�anjxi(p)� xi(q)j2�n� 1n�2 :Since, for � and b as above,GN;�;b(xi(p); xi(q)) = anXk2Z� jxi(p)� jxi(p)j2kxi(q)j2jxi(p)j2k+1jxi(q)j �2�n2(cp. the proof of Lemma II.2.4), we arrive at~�t;i(p) � 2anjxi(p)j2�n nXk=1(jxi(p)j�k � jxi(p)jk)2�n



34 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostfor t 12 < jxi(p)j � �1. Observing that for jxi(p)j � �1,jxi(p)j2�n nXk=1(jxi(p)j�k � jxi(p)jk)2�n� jxi(p)j2�n nXk=1(jxi(p)j�k � �1jxi(p)j�k)2�n= (1� �1)2�njxi(p)j2�n nXk=1 jxi(p)jk(n�2)= (1� �1)2�n1� jxi(p)jn�2� (1� �1)2�n1� �n�21and using that by (i),~�t;i ! ~�0;i in C1(f�1 < jxij < 1g) as t! 0the second inequality of (ii) follows. q.e.d.II.3 Consequences for the L2�geometry of the modulispace B+0In this section, we shall study implications of the asymptotic behaviorof the canonical metric gt for the geometry of the moduli space B+0 ofscalar positive locally conformally at structures w.r.t. the L2�metrich induced by our canonical metrics (cf. xI.3).We consider the locally conformally at structures Ct and Ct;A givenin xII.1 and de�ne the tangent vectors Xt and Xt;Y at [Ct] on B+0 fort 2 (0; 1) and Y 2 so(n), where so(n) is the Lie algebra of SO(n), byXt = ddt [Ct] and Xt;Y = dd� �Ct;exp(�Y )������=0 :We are going to estimate the length of the vectors Xt and Xt;Y w.r.t.h. Theorem II.3.1. As t! 0,(i) h(Xt;Xt) = O(1t ) and(ii) h(Xt;Y ;Xt;Y ) = O( 1j log tj2 ) for each Y 2 so(n).



green functions and conformal geometry 35Proof. (i) Let the homeomorphisms �t;� :Mt !Mt+� be given byxi � �t;� (p) = [1� (t+ �) 12 ]jxi(p)j+ [(t+ �) 12 � t 12 ](1� t 12 )jxi(p)j xi(p)for p 2Wt;i �Mt, i = 1; 2, and�t;� (p) = p for p 2M0 n 2[i=1fjxij < 1g:We set �t := dd���t;�gt+� �����=0 :One checks that on Wt;i,�t = 1t 12 (t 12 � 1)r3i dr2iand therefore< �2t�t; �2t�t >gt=< �t; �t >gt= 1t(1� t 12 )2r2iwith ri = jxij. Clearly,�t = 0 on M0 n 2[i=1fjxij < 1g:Using Theorem II.2.7(ii), it follows thatk�2t�tk2L2(gt) = 1t(1� t 12 )2 2Xi=1 ZWt;i 1r2i ~�nt;id�E;i� 2 cnb!n�1t(1� t 12 )2 1Zt 12 rn�3dr= O(1t )



36 lutz habermann and j�urgen jostas t ! 0, where d�E;i is the volume element of gE;i. Now, choosingconvenient di�eomorphism ~�t;� : Mt ! Mt+� , near �t;� , we concludethat h(Xt;Xt) = Pgt � dd� ~��t;�gt+� �����=0�2L2(gt)= Pgt ��2t dd� ~��t;�gt+� �����=0�2L2(gt)� �2t dd� ~��t;�gt+� �����=02L2(gt)� 2k�2t�tk2L2(gt)= O(1t )as t! 0, where Pgt : S2(M)! ker�gt\S20(M; gt) denotes the L2(gt)�orthogonalprojection.(ii) We �x Y 2 so(n) and de�ne the homeomorphisms 	t;� : Mt !Mt;exp(�Y ) by x1 �	t;� (p) = exp�� logjx1(p)jjlogtj Y�x1(p)for p 2 ft < jxij < 1g �Mt and	t;� (p) = p for p 2M0 n 2[i=1fjxij < 1g:One checks thatx2 �	t;� (p) = exp�� logjx2(p)jlogt Y�x2(p)for p 2 ft < jxij < 1g. Thus, 	t;� is indeed a homeomorphism. We set�t;Y := dd�	�t;�gt;exp(�Y )�����=0and assume without loss of generality thatY = (Yij) with Yij = �2i�1j � �1i�2j :



green functions and conformal geometry 37Then, on ft < jxij < 1g, �t;Y = 2�2jlogtjr1dr1d�where r1 = jx1j and x1 = (x11; : : : ; x1n) with x11 = �cos� and x12 =�sin�, and < �2t�t;Y ; �2t�t;Y >gt = < �t;Y ; �t;Y >gt= 2�2jlogtj2r21� 2jlogtj2 :Using again Theorem II.2.7(ii), we arrive atk�2t�t;Y k2L2(gt) = O( 1j log tj2 )as t! 0, from which we derive the claim as in the proof of (i). q.e.d.An immediate consequence of the last theorem isCorollary II.3.2. The curve t 2 (0; 1) 7�! [Ct] 2 B+0 on the modulispace B+0 of scalar positive locally conformally at structures has �nitelength w.r.t. h. In particular, (B+0 ; h) is not complete. q.e.d.
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